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Coexistence

Creating better spaces, in which humans can harmoniously coexist with the environment in the future. This is
the future of construction that SAMBU envisions. SAMBU pursues an environment-friendly and human-friendly
approach to construction that enables the coexistence of humans and the environment, through a low cost

and high efficiency approach, energy saving, the reuse and recycling of resources and the prevention of ground
pollution. As we enter the Fourth Industrial Revolution, all executives and employees of SAMBU are committed
to creating the future of construction, in which humans can harmoniously coexist with the environment.

Trust

Trust is the pivot that supports SAMBU, which obtained Korea’s first Construction
Business License. Since it was established in 1948, SAMBU has spent 70 years as an

active player in the nation’s construction industry thanks to its determination to live up
to the trust of its customers as well as its executives and employees. SAMBU does not
single-mindedly pursue short-term economic gain, but keep its promises to customers

and fulfills its mission by creating a better space through sincere and safe construction.

Mastership

A master is someone who becomes a leading expert in their field through years of dedication. SAMBU is a master company
in the construction field. The company takes pride in being “Korea’s premier construction company” thanks to its supreme

technological prowess, and aims to live up to the motto “Constructions by SAMBU are different.” You can see SAMBU’s mastery
in fields such as civil engineering, construction and environmental plants all over the world, including in Korea, Saudi Arabia,
Malaysia, Pakistan, Bolivia and Oman.

At the center that connects
a space with another space,
we find people!
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Corporate Philosophy

Quality
Environment
Management
Policy

SAMBU does more than pursue short-term profits. The company promotes
corporate social initiatives, works to build better spaces that satisfy customers
through a sincere approach to construction, creates jobs to fulfill its economic
responsibilities and observes laws and regulations related to corporate activities
to fulfill its legal responsibilities. SAMBU does its utmost to manage its business
with a focus on social and ethical corporate responsibility, while strengthening
its competitiveness.

First

SAMBU provides all executives, employees and contractors with the training they need to
understand and operate an integrated management system, through active participation
based on autonomy and creativity. We establish and execute goals and implementation plans
to proactively maintain our management process.

Second

SAMBU documents and maintains organizational roles, responsibilities and authorities as
well as mutual relations by effectively utilizing an integrated management system. We will
also strive to implement transparent and efficient management by making this policy public
through a variety of channels, while working for forward-looking technological development.

Third

All executives and employees will take the lead in implementing eco-friendly management by
pursuing energy-saving and the reuse and recycling of resources. The company will also fulfill
its corporate social responsibility by making continuous efforts to prevent pollution.

Fourth

We will thoroughly observe regulations and requirements related to an integrated
management system at home and abroad, and do our utmost to optimize and maintain the
business environments and infrastructure. We will also regularly check the effectiveness and
adequacy of the integrated management system, and constantly work to improve it through
an overall management review.

ISO 9001
SAMBU’s outstanding general construction capabilities have been recognized in Korea and abroad
thanks to the technology-intensive projects it has carried out. In March 1997, the company obtained
an ISO 9001 certificate from TÜV Bayern (Germany). This has allowed SAMBU to strengthen its
international competitiveness, actively deal with laws related to construction and be in an advantageous
position in terms of winning construction contracts, at home and abroad.

ISO 14001
In its continuous efforts to strengthen its management efficiency and corporate competitiveness,
SAMBU obtained the ISO 14001 (Environmental) certificate and the ISO 9001 (Quality) and ISO 14001
(Environmental) management systems certificates from TÜV Bayern (Germany) in March 2003, following
the ISO 9001 certificate it obtained in March 1997.

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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About SAMBU

Corporate Philosophy

Vision SAMBU

At SAMBU, we are constantly engaged in research with the aim of
building better spaces in the future, in which humans can coexist
harmoniously with the environment. SAMBU strives to grow into a
genuine world-class global construction company in the 21st century
based on a creative and challenging spirit.

Technology Oriented

Customer Oriented
Human Oriented

VISION
SAMBU

Human Oriented

SAMBU

ENGINEERING &CONSTRUCTIONCO.,LTD.

A company is a community of people. For this reason, it should be managed based
on human respect. In accordance with the corporate philosophy of “Human-respect
management,” SAMBU seeks to create an environment in which each individual is respected
as having a unique personality and noble human rights; tied into this belief is the importance
of respect for oneself. The company provides executives and employees with long-term
education programs such as language courses and job training so that they can become
experts in their fields. SAMBU focuses on discovering and fostering talent who have a
creative and challenging spirit.

Customer Oriented

SAMBU aims to provide services “for its customers”“oriented toward the customer”and
“for customer satisfaction and pleasure.” At SAMBU, we are always ready to listen to the
needs of our customers, whether they are consumers of our products or internal customers
engaged in corporate businesses.

Technology Oriented

For the richer construction of the future, SAMBU constantly seeks to create pleasant spaces
in which humans and the environment can coexist harmoniously, with the aim of providing
the spaces and facilities that we need, in our living space and for industrial activities.

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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About SAMBU

Message from the CEO

Welcome to Sambu Engineering & Construction!
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to all of you, for your continued support.
Since it was established in 1948, SAMBU has played a pivotal role as a pioneer in Korea’s construction
industry based on a constant track record of high-integrity construction, mastery and a rich foundation
of experience and expertise that it has built across several fields. SAMBU has leveraged its supreme
technological prowess in numerous construction projects spanning fields such as civil engineering,
architecture, environment and plant construction, both in Korea and in countries with hotter climates
such as Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Bolivia and Oman. The company has carried out each
construction project with a considerable sense of responsibility, with the belief that “SAMBU is Korea’s
premier construction company.”
Recognized for its outstanding construction capabilities, SAMBU has expanded its business areas to
include the entire construction process, encompassing inspection for each project, planning, feasibility
study, design, construction and repair & maintenance, as well as development projects, sale in lots
business and turn-key construction. I am confident that SAMBU will continue to give customers maximum
satisfaction, by drawing on its diverse experience and outstanding know-how.
SAMBU is not a company that will ever rest on the laurels of the past. We think of tomorrow first, rather
than today, and will continue to grow into a comprehensive developer through the convergence of ICT
and construction by securing smart construction technology in response to the needs of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. SAMBU is also getting ready to take a leap forward to become a better company,
while gradually expanding its share of the global construction market by strengthening its overseas
construction capabilities.
SAMBU is working to become a customer-oriented company that can provide the value that customers
want in optimal conditions. The company will establish a transparent management system and faithfully
fulfill its corporate social responsibilities, while making continuous efforts to grow into a valuable company
that contributes to development at the community and national levels.
I would like to humbly ask our customers for their continued support. Thank you.

CEO

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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About SAMBU

Pride and Honor

Since 1948
YEARS OF HISTORY

Our technological prowess and
70 years of tradition
are major points of pride for SAMBU.

In Korea’s modern era of hardships and adversities, SAMBU
has grown to become Korea’s premier construction company
today, enhancing the national standing of Korea itself.
Korea’s premier construction company, SAMBU has successfully carried out numerous
projects in the areas of civil engineering, architecture and environmental plants. This has laid the
foundation for the company to grow into a global comprehensive construction company.

1948~1969

1970~1979

1980~1989

1990~1999

2000~2009

2010~

1948 	SAMBU Construction Co., Ltd. founded

1970 	Awarded the Iron Tower Order of Industrial Service
Merit (For construction of Gyeongbu Expressway)

1980 	Constructed Gunsan, South Jeju, North Jeju
thermal power stations

1990 	Constructed the University of Technology,
Malaysia (UTM)

1971 Constructed Seoul Subway Line 1

1982 	Received national merit from Nepal, Constructed
Namhae Expressway

1991 Constructed the National Election
Commission building
Constructed Buyeo National Museum

2000 	Constructed the East sewage treatment plant
in North Jeju
	Constructed Tribhuvan International Airport in
Nepal

2010 	Opened Incheon International Airport Railroad
Express, Constructed Baekje Cultural Land,
Awarded the Gold Tower Order of Industrial
Service Merit
2011 	Opened Sinpung-Yeocheon section of Jeolla
Railway Line
Opened Culture Station Seoul 284
2012 Opened Salalah road at Oman
Constructed new TJB Daejon building
2013 	Constructed New Bong Hydroelectric Power
Station in Pakistan
2014 	Raised bank for Tapjeong Agricultural Reservoir
	Constructed business center at Daejeon
Convention Center
2015 Constructed Cheonan bypass
Constructed Youngheung No. 5, 6 power station
Constructed Naro Space Center
2016 Constructed Jangheung-Songchu bypass
	Constructed zone 3 of Saemangeum Mangyeong
water structure
	Constructed zones 1 and 2 of Socheon-Seomyeon
highway, Constructed Oman embassy
Constructed zone 4 of Seongnam-Yeoju double track railway
Raised bank for Gung Reservoir
2017 	Constructed zone 5 of Donghongcheon-Yangyang
highway
Constructed Nokdong Port, Geomundo Port
Constructed Busan Jwacheon Beomil 1BL Apartment
2018 Celebrated 70th Anniversary

1950 	Obtained first bridge construction
project (Seokdong Bridge at Buyeo)

One of Korea’s most prestigious national awards, the Gold Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit is
presented to a company that has made notable industrial achievements and distinguished contributions
to industrial development. This award could even be described as evidence that the recipient is a leader
of the national industry. Despite a rigorous assessment process that makes it difficult for any company
to receive this top honor even once, SAMBU has been honored with this most coveted award on four
occasions. This proves that SAMBU is an unparalleled front-runner in Korea’s construction industry.

1962 	Acquired Korea’s first license for civil
engineering and construction
1963 	Received presidential citation for its
contribution to the construction industry
	Awarded the Bronze Tower Order of
Industrial Service Merit
1964	Constructed Jangchung Arena
Constructed Namgang Dam
1965 Constructed Baekje Bridge

Awarded the Gold Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit on March 7, 1979
for overseas market expansion

1966 	Constructed breakwater for Jeodong
Port at Ulleung Island
1967 	Awarded the IFAWPCA Award for
construction

Awarded the Gold Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit on June 18, 1998
for its contribution to the development of the Korean construction industry

1968 Constructed the Gyeongbu Expressway
1969 	Constructed the National Election
Commission building

Awarded the Gold Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit on June 17, 2005
for its contribution to the development of the Korean construction industry
Awarded the Gold Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit on September 17, 2010
for the construction of Baekje Cultural Land

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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1972 Established Sambu Concrete Co., Ltd.
	Constructed Yeoeuido Sambu apartment complex
	Constructed the Yeongnam thermal power station
Constructed POSCO’s hot rolling plant
Constructed Ulsan’s 3rd oil refinery
1973 	Established Malaysia branch and field office
	Constructed 2nd Kuala Lumpur-Petaling Jaya
national highway in Malaysia
1975 Established Yeoi Trading Co.
Obtained overseas construction license
1977 Established Nepal branch
1978 Established Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia branch
Established Riyadh, Saudi Arabia branch
1979 Constructed Andong Dam
	Constructed water supply system for Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia

1983 	Established New York branch, Constructed
Bukpyeong port
1984 	Constructed Seoul Subway Line 2, Hwangsan
Bridge
	Constructed water supply system for the
industrial city of Jubail, Saudi Arabia
1985 	Constructed Jungbu Expressway, Seoul Subway
Lines 3 and 4
1986 Established Namwoo Tourism Co., Ltd., 		
Constructed Yeongdong Expressway
1987 	Constructed Mok-dong area apartment complex,
Cheongju National Museum
Constructed AAAID head office at Sudan
1988 Opened Ramada Renaissance Hotel
1989 Constructed New Pohang Port
	Constructed the Daejeon Sewage Treatment
Plant
	Constructed the Lumbini Museum, Library in
Nepal

1994 	Constructed Seoul Subway Line 5’s zones
5-18 (Han River underwater tunnel)
Constructed New Pohang Port
1995 Constructed filtration plant in Daejeon
1996 	Awarded the IFAWPCA Gold Award in civil
engineering for Han River underwater tunnel
project
	Constructed Yeonyug Bridge at Sangjo-do
and Hajo-do
1997 	Constructed the MBF Finance building at
Malaysia
1998 	Awarded the Gold Tower Order of Industrial
Service Merit
	For constructing Yeongdong, Gyeongbu,
Namhae Expressway
	Constructed Turf View Apartment in Malaysia
1999 	Constructed Sadong Port in Ulleung Island
	Constructed Sancheong Pumped Storage
Power Station
	Constructed 765kV Shin Taebaek
transmission line
	Constructed Multan-Mian Channu road in
Pakistan
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2001 	Constructed Jiktang Bridge, Daehan Cinema
2002 	Constructed Nonsan sewage treatment plant
Constructed Sancheong Dam
2004 	Constructed Daegok Dam, Jeodoyeonryuk
Bridge
2005 	Awarded the Gold Tower Order of Industrial
Service Merit
Constructed new port at Yeongil Bay
2006 Established Shilla Millenium Co., Ltd.
2007 	Constructed traditional Korean music hall at
Namsan Hanok Village
2008 Constructed Soheuksando Port
	Constructed Youngheung thermal power
station
2009 	Constructed traditional Korean music hall at
Namsan Hanok Village (Namsan Traditional
Theater) Awarded Grand Prize at 2009
Korean Architecture Awards

About SAMBU

Since 1948
We build the future you have
always dreamed of, by drawing
on our unique capabilities.

YEARS
OF HISTORY

A company with a long history thinks of tomorrow first rather than today.
The years SAMBU spent to reach today’s success were a time of growth and
development for Korea’s construction industry.
Tradition cannot be made in one day.
A proud company, and the holder of Korea’s first Construction Business
License, SAMBU has a glorious list of achievements at the center of Korea’s
70-year construction history.
Beyond being the best in Korea, SAMBU is taking a leap forward to become a
global company.
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Business Portfolio
PART 01

Civil Works

Ports and Harbors | Dams | Highways
| Railroads, Subways | Bridges | Tunnels
As evidenced by the fact that it is the holder of Korea’s first
Construction Business License, SAMBU has been involved
in numerous projects, as a frontrunner in the civil engineering
field in Korea. The company has demonstrated outstanding
technologies in construction projects such harbors, dams,
express ways, railways, subways, bridges, and tunnels. In
particular, its flawless construction of the nation’s first-ever

Civil Works

underwater subway tunnel linking Mapo and Yeoido is a
shining example of SAMBU’s technological achievements.

Ports and Harbors

1 Soheuksando Port (Jul. 1979~May 2008)

The port was such a difficult construction project that
most Korean construction companies refused to accept
it. SAMBU completed the construction of this port at the
southwestern-most island of the country after 27 years
of constant work. The straight-line distance from the
port to Mokpo is 150 km, and the construction aimed
to build a forward base of fishery on the southwestern
coast. The construction site was damaged by typhoons
more than ten times. TTP was built upward from 40 m
below sea level to the height of a 15-story building, and
a 448 m-long breakwater was installed and reinforced.

SAMBU has contributed to the nation’s economic development by making continuous efforts to construct more ports

and harbors, including Incheon Port and New Pohang Port, both of which are a driving force for Korean exports;

Donghae Bukpyeong Port, the largest industrial port on the eastern coast of Korea; Jeodong Port in Ulleung Island and

Soheuksando Port in Gageodo Island, both of which required SAMBU to overcome hardships with a spirit of dedication
and tenacity; Mukho Port, an outpost for developing the Taebaek area; Yeosu harbor; and Geomundo Port.

2 R
 einforcement work at Geomundo Port’s
disaster risk area (Aug. 2013~May 2017

1

2

3

4

5

6

Supplemented breakwater L=1,100 m
- East breakwater 950 m, - North breakwater 140 m,
- South breakwater 10 m
Supplemented east shore protection L=74.5 m
Supplemented Deokchon Lighter's Wharf L=25.5 m

3 E
 co-friendly coastal maintenance project
at Ganggu Port (Aug. 2008~Aug. 2012)

Built culture, welfare, and rest facilities to cope with
rapidly growing tourism and contributed to the
revitalization of the local economy while preventing
natural disasters and alleviating traffic congestion.
Removed and reinforced north seawall (T.T.P (12 and 10
tons) removed and supplemented (1,711 EA), 687 m of
shore protection, and 250,029 ㎥ of dredging

4 Ulreung Island Sadong Port Breakwater
(1993~Nov. 2008)

Built port structure with 750 m south seawall, 413 m shore
protection, 620 m pier for passenger ships, cargo ships and
fishing boats, and an unloading capacity of 345,000 tons per year.

5 D
 olsan Port Refurbishment Project
(Jul. 28, 2016~Jul. 26, 2021)

It was difficult for Dolsan Port to serve as a national
fishery port due to its extremely narrow water area and
hinterland. To solve this problem, a refurbishment project
on the fishery facilities has been promoted. Dolsan Port
is being refurbished to play a central role in the sales
and distribution of fishery products, tourism and marine
transportation in the Yeosu region. The refurbished
facilities include a 50 m west breakwater, a 215 m south
breakwater, a 411 m lighters wharf, a 118 m water affinity
sea-wall and a 25 m dock for car-ferry ships.

6 Ulleung Island Jeodong Port Breakwater
(Jul. 1966~Sep. 1980)

The refurbished facilities include a 580 m- south
breakwater, a 275 m north breakwater, a 595 m lighters
wharf, a 398 m lakeshore and an 85 m-long protruding
breakwater. In 1967, the difficulties resulting from the
deep coastal waters of Jeodong, Ulleung Island, and
stormy waves in the construction site made it difficult
to transport materials, equipment and laborers to the
island. Carrier ships avoided sailing on the route due
to the significant distance between the construction
site and the mainland. There were also no facilities for
loading and unloading, and no evacuation shelter to use
in the event of emergencies on the island.

7 Nokdong Port Refurbishment Project
(Oct. 2010~Jan. 2017)

Port of Yeosu Breakwater (May 2007~Jan. 2011)
In addition to its function in blocking typhoons, the 232-meter-long seawall is a fresh
tourist attraction for Odong Island with its panoramic viewing spot and observatory.

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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Developed Nokdong Port as a multi-functional fishing port
capable of carrying out composite functions such as ocean
tourism and fish distribution to cope with growing tourism
demands and provide benefits to local residents. 250 m
north seawall, 150 m pier, 263 m supplemented wharf,
floating pier, marina, ferry, 251 shore protection, 61 m
connection bridge

21
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Dams
SAMBU, a leading civil works contractor, built Sayeonje Dam, Ulsan, Korea’s first-ever rockfill dam. SAMBU has

1 A
 ndong Multipurpose Dam
(Jan. 1973~Dec. 1977)

developed sophisticated dam construction technologies over its many years in the industry building numerous

dams, including Sueocheon Dam, the water supply source for Yeocheon Industrial Complex, Andong Dam

Biggest single construction product since the
company’s founding. It became the first project in
Korea to apply the international bidding system.
The center-core rockfill dam it is 612 m long, 83
m high with a water storage of 1.248 billion ㎥
and a power generating capacity of 90,000 kw.
The project became a driving force behind the
company's development by securing outstanding
technical personnel and heavy machinery.

(multipurpose), Namgang Dam (multipurpose), Unmun Dam in Geumho River and Kulekhani Dam in Nepal. With
these achievements, SAMBU is recognized as Korea’s leading contractor specializing in dam construction.

1

2

3

4

5

6

2 C
 onstruction of Sancheong Water
Power Station (Jul. 1994~May 2002)
Korea’s largest water power plant. Vertical drilling
by the RBM method made the necessary water
pressure tunnel, at a depth of 449 meters (91 m
for the surge tank, 358 m for the tunnel).
Capacity of 700 MW (350 MW × 2 stations), upper
dam with height of 90.8 m and length of 360 m,
lower dam height of 72.3 m, and length of 286.1 m

3 C
 onstruction of Ulsan area water
supply system and pipeline facility
(Daegok Dam) (Apr. 1999~Dec. 2005)
Daegok Dam was constructed above Sayeon
Dam. Jointed operation of the two dams was
aimed to provide water to the Ulsan area. Main
dam (CFRD Dam): 52 m high, 190 m long Radial
gate: 150 m long, 40 m wide

4 C
 onstruction of Geumho River area
water supply system (Unmun Dam)
(Dec. 1985~Apr. 1996)
55 m tall, 407 m long, the center core rockfill dam is used
to provide water for industry, agriculture and drinking.

5 C
 onstruction of Nam River
Multipurpose Dam and spillway
(May 1965~Nov. 1970)
Central rockfill dam, 974 m long, 21 m high,
capacity of 136.3 million cubic meters of water,
and a power generating capacity of 12,600 kw

6 Kulekhani Dam (Sep. 1977~May 1982)
Large-scale world-class construction. Built power
station with underground tunnels. Secured $100
million in funding from international financial
institutions such as IBRD, OPEC, Kuwait Fund.
About 30 km southwest of Kathmandu capital
of Nepal. Rockfill dam, 406 m long, 114 m high,
water storage capacity of 83,500,000 ㎥

7 Sayeonje Dam (Oct. 1962~Dec. 1965)
Construction of Multipurpose Buhang Dam (Nov. 2006~Sep. 2014)
Buhang Dam is a 64 m high and 472 m long concrete surface rockfill dam. It controls
water flow through radial gate type spillway and diversion tunnels, and stop gates.

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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46 m tall and 300 m long. As Korea’s first earth
rock dam, SAMBU was the first in the country to
build such dam. As a result of the construction,
the company was award 2nd place at the 7th
IFAWPCA Manila Convention held in 1967.
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Highways

1 G
 yeongin Expressway
(Apr. 1970~Dec. 1973)

SAMBU has long been dedicated to building the national infrastructure, the artery of the national economy, with the aim of facilitating
more rapid and advanced transport. This started with the construction of Korea’s first highway between Seoul and Incheon. SAMBU
was also involved in the construction of the Seoul-Busan Expressway (Gyeongbu Expressway), a landmark project that will long be

remembered in the world’s construction history. Taking advantage of its accumulated technologies, SAMBU performed brilliantly in
overseas markets when it built Federal Highway No. 2, the main artery of Malaysia, and the Kuala Lumpur-Petaling Jaya Traffic Diversion
Scheme Strategies I and II. SAMBU has been recognized both in Korea and abroad for its top-notch road-building technologies.

This was the construction of Korea’s first highway
to receive private investment. The government
entrusted the construction only to contractors
that ranked first to third in order to make up for
the financial shortfall and to move the completion
date ahead. SAMBU took charge of the difficult
construction near the salt pond area (zone 3).

2 C
 onstruction of Expressway Route 10
Jangheung-Gwangyang (Zones 5 and 8)
(Dec. 2006 – Jun. 2012)
Zone 5 :	New road L = 8.83 km, B = 23.4 m (4-lane),
8 bridges / 1,405 m, 3 tunnels / 2,886 m
Zone 8 : New road L = 10.389 km, B = 23.4 m (4-lane),
7 bridges / 1,170 m, 5 tunnels / 5,084 m

1

2

3

4

5

6

3 Y
 eongdong Expressway
(Oct. 1994.~Nov. 1997)
It is a 4-8 lane round-trip expressway, 234.39
km long and 23.4 m wide, from Seochangdong Namdong-gu, Incheon (Seochang junction)
to Songam-ri Seongsan-myeon Gangneung
(Gangneung junction). It is a highway that crosses
the country from east to west and is used for
tourism and the transportation of goods.

4 E
 xtension construction of Expressway
Route 1 between Eonyang and
Yeongcheon (Zone 2)
(Dec. 2011~Dec. 2018, Scheduled)
Earthwork : 931,000 ㎥ of soil dug, 783,000 ㎥ of
soil piled up
Drainage : 26 culverts /1,290 m, 16 drains/824 m
Bridges : Hwacheon 1 Bridge (E-Rahmen,
L=72.5m) and five other bridges L = 189 m
Paving work : concrete paving 75,601 ㎥, Ascon
paving 920 a
Additional facilities : 1 access facility (Hwarcheon
Interchange)

5 C
 onstruction of riverside highway
(Daehwa J/C) (Sep. 1995~Apr. 2004)
The only expressway in the city of Daejeon,
except for the highways that run through the city it
is the only highway in Daejeon used exclusively by
automobiles.

6 M
 alaysia Federal Highway, Malaysia
(Federal Route 2) (Sep. 1973~Aug. 1977)
This was a construction project to expand an
11 km-long road into a 6-lane or 8-lane highway
that links Kuala Lumpur, capital of Malaysia, to
Petaling Jaya, a new city. The highway was an
access road to the capital city Kuala Lumpur from
Subang Airport and Klang Port, both of which
are international gateways to Malaysia. For this
reason, the highway can be called the main artery
of Malaysia, both in name and reality.

Gyeongbu Expressway (Feb. 1966~Jul. 1970)
The Gyeongbu Expressway remains a historical feat in civil engineering. The highway includes 21.31
km in Cheongju’s Mongdalli section and 16.24 km between Chupungnyeong and Gimcheon. There
is a completion monument at the summit of Chupungnyeong, making it meaningful. Gyeongbu
Expressway holds two world records for shortest construction time and the lowest construction
cost. Along with Andong Dam, it became an opportunity for SAMBU to grow as a construction
company. SAMBU was honored with the Steel Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit for the project.

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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7 Extension, paving construction of
four-lane highway between Dogye and
Chojeung (Feb. 2004 – May 2009)
Total extension: 5.64 km (four-lane), width of 20.0
m (one way, two-lane), one 410 m Chojeung IC
Ramp (STEEL BOX) and two 145 m Chojeung IC
Ramp (STEEL BOX) for bridges.
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Railroads, Subways
SAMBU is also dedicated to subway construction projects that aim to resolve the traffic congestion caused by the population
increase in the capital area. The company has participated in major railway and subway construction projects in Korea, including
Seoul Subway Line 2 (section #2); Seoul Subway Line 5 (section #5-18 between Yeoido and Mapo), Korea’s first under-riverbed

1 Seoul Subway Line 1 (Apr. 1971~Apr. 1974)

subway tunnel; the double-track (section #10) in Gwacheon Line (between Geumjeong and Sadang); the Seoul-Busan high-

The section is adjacent to Namdaemun Gate,
National Treasure No. 1, which rose fears that the
gate would be damaged during the construction.
The project was also made difficult becauseit had
to pass under underground sidewalks such as
Yangdong, Namdaemun, and Taepyeong-ro.

speed railway (section #7-1), which requires extremely high technologies; and the Yangyang-Samcheok railway line and the
Yemi-Jeongseon railway line, both of which link coal mines along the eastern coast to adjacent cities.

2

2 C
 onstruction of Seoul Subway Line 7
(zone 7-4) (Dec. 1990~Nov. 1996)
The extension was 1,040 m (1,040 m x 2 rows) in
total length and the bridge posts at Nowon station
on Line 4 were located just above the twin tunnel
under construction. As a result a special construction
method for bypassing bridge posts was applied.

3 C
 onstruction of zone 3 of roadbed of
Gyeongchun Line double track railway
(Dec. 2002~Nov. 2007)
At 5,700 m in total length, Pyeongnae overpass is
1,104 m, Seokgyeo overpass is 22.4 m, the bridge
is 1,850 m and the tunnel (NATM) is 3,120 m.

1

3

4

5

4 Construction of zone 7-1 of roadbed of
Gyeongbu Line (KTX) (Jun. 1998 – Oct. 2002)
At 12,986 m in length, Iwon overpass 2,430 m,
Geumgang Bridge 400 m, Gutan overpass 700 m,
Chogang overpass 1,660 m, Geumgang Bridge
(Gyeongbu Line) 400 m, Jitan tunnel 1,265 m,
Gutan tunnel (excavated) 250 m

5 C
 onstruction of zone 5-18 of Seoul
Subway Line 5 (Dec. 1990~Jun. 1997)
Total length is 3,160 m (NATM Method used for
Han River underwater tunnel) Area : Minimum
of 35,150 m3 and a maximum of 214,150 m3.
Maximum rock excavation volume of 131,415 m3
(8,565.6 m3 of weathered rocks, 67,898 m3 of
soft rocks, and 54,951.5 m3 of sound rocks
- Northbound line =1,580m
- Southbound line = 1,580m

6 C
 onstruction of Incheon International
Airport Rail Structures Auxiliary
facility construction (2nd phase of
construction) (May 2001~Dec. 2010)
Construction of zone 4 of Seongnam-Yeoju double track railway (Mar. 2009~Sep. 2016)
The project alleviated traffic congestion in the Seoul area and helped build an effective transportation system
with eco-friendly railway facilities.
As a project, the scale of construction for the new railroad: L = 4,719.19 m B = 13.5 m, two bridges (140 m),
and one tunnel (L = 4,287.50 m, B = 10.1 m).

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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Hongdae station to Sangam DMC station (2.86 km)
Regular trains from Seoul Station to Incheon
Airport take 50 minutes, direct trains take 40
minutes, and interval is 6 minutes for regular trains
and 30 minutes for direct trains.
The trains run at intervals, making it the fastest
way between downtown and Incheon Airport and
providing a safe means of transportation
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Bridges
1 Buyeo Bridge (Dec. 1997~Dec. 2008)

SAMBU has always followed only one path as a contractor. Careful planning and integrity in its work have earned SAMBU a

including: Hwangsan Bridge, Asia’s longest ILM (Incremental Launching Method) bridge (1,050m); Geumnam Bridge, Korea’s

The total length is 1,595 m. It is located at
Gyuam-myeon Nae-ri in GunsurI, Buyeo-eup,
South Chungcheong Province.

help realize the vision of developing the nation’s western coastal area into a business hub. SAMBU has been recognized for its

2 Y
 eocheon–Hwayang Yeonryuk Bridge
(Baekya Bridge) (Jun. 2000 to Apr. 2005)

reputation for reliability and experience. Based on this, the company has successfully built a number of major bridges in Korea,
first concrete box bridge; Baekje Bridge, based on the Well system; and Yeonyuk Bridge of Anheung Port, which is expected to
technological prowess at home and abroad by building these safe, solid and aesthetically pleasing bridges.

Extension of 3.77 km (two-lane), major structure
is Baekya Bridge L = 325 m (B = 12 m). Span
configurations: Nilsen Arch Bridge 1 Span 183 m
+ Composite Sanghyung Bridge 3 Spans 142 m

1
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5
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3 Z
 one 3 of Saemangeum Mangyeong
water structure (Jul 2010~Feb. 2016)
-	Water structure: Mangyeong No.1 water
embankment (L = 4,540 m)
- Catch-canal drain : Okgu drain (L = 3,034 m)
-	Drain Gate : Gunsan 2 Drain Gate (New, 10 m ×
7 m × 3 ryuns)
Haeje 1 drain gate (reinforcement, 2 m × 2.5 m × 2 ryuns)
-	Bridge: Okgu Bridge (L = 80 m, B = 27.5 m),
Okgu 1 Bridge (L = 80 m, B = 14.5 m)
-	Landscape and environment : Aurum Park (A =
53,818 m2), Aurum stopover (L =381 m)
- Other : Dredging (3,728,857 m3)

4 Suyeong 4 Ho Bridge (Oct. 2005~Feb. 2011)
Bridge L = 313 m, Access ramp L = 58 m,
Road to Yeonje-gu = 546 m, Connecting road
to Haeundae = 215 m, Gangbyeon Road
(underground roadway) L = 665 m

5 C
 onstruction of innovation city bridge
and stream at Jinju, Gyeongnam
(Sep. 2011~Dec. 2013)
Earthwork : Cutting ground 356,806 ㎥, Filling up
ground 97,590 ㎥
River conservation work : Embankment L = 1,511 m,
crown and access ramp Paving : 9,395 m2
Shore protection block : 14,878 m2, Geonet 9,663
m2, Rock piling : 11,055 m2
Bridge construction: Bridge 1 Munsan Bridge, Bridge
2 Narae Bruidge (Partial composite steel tube bridge)
Bridge 3 Ena Bridge(WPC GIRDER), Bridge 4
Yeongcheon Bridge (PSC e-BEAM), and Temporary
bridge (HIPP Temporary Bridge)
Bypass : L = 590.0 m, B = 24.0 m, 6 lanes / 1 location
Central single-wire arch bridge (180 m long) and four
other bridges

6 B
 uhang Dam Yuchon 1 Bridge
(Nov. 2006 to Oct. 2012)
Mapo Bridge (Feb. 1968 to May 1970)
1,400 m long and 25 m wide. At the time of its completion, it was called Seoul
Bridge. Its name was changed to Mapo Bridge in 1984.

Nilsen Arch Bridge is 372 m long, 21 m wide, with
a maximum span of 100 m

7 Jeodoyeonryuk Bridge (Jul. 2002-Dec. 2004)
Extension is 960 m (2-lane, 9.5 m wide) and
Jeodoyeonryuk Bridge as the major structure was
extended 182 m long, 13 m wide, with a maximum
span of 192 m (Through V Nielsen steel arch bridge)

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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Tunnels
The technological expertise that SAMBU has developed in the area of civil works is reflected clearly in its tunnel constructions. Significantly,

the Han River Tunnel, Korea’s first under-riverbed tunnel (Yeoido zone 5-18), was awarded the Gold Medal for Civil Engineering Construction

at the 28th IFAWPCA Convention in Seoul, as its new construction paradigm reduced the construction period and cost. This was
confirmation that SAMBU holds Korea’s most advanced construction technology. SAMBU’s tradition of flawless construction does not allow
even a small mistake, and this tradition has continued with Oepal Bridge Tunnel in YU River, Sillim-Anyang Tunnel and Hamyang Tunnel.

1

2

3
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1 S
 eongsan Road Zone 1 tunnel construction
(Geumhwa tunnel) (Apr. 1977~Aug. 1979)
Length 1,110 m, Width 9 m

2 4 -lane relocation construction on YugangWepalgyo(Yugang tunnel) (Feb. 1995~ Nov. 2002)
Length 2.87 km, Width 19.7 m. The tunnel in
National Highway route 7 connects Gangdongmyun Gyeongju-si Gyeongsangbuk-do and Yeonileup Nam-gu Pohang-si Gyeongsangbuk-do

3 C
 onstruction of Sinrim-Anyang road
(Hoam 1 tunnel) (Feb. 1997~Dec. 2012)
-Road : total L= 1.63Km B=20m (2-lane)
-Tunnel : L= 1,191m B=20m Inner-construction area : 61㎡

4 B
 oryeong-Taean (zone 1) road construction
(Dec. 2010~ May 2018, scheduled)
Total length: 7.96 km
Road: L=1.05 km, Width 16.5 m (4 lanes in both directions)
Underground tunnel: L=6.9 km/1 branch (toward Taean)
Bridge: L=10m/1 branch (Jeodu Bridge)

5 S
 sangul tunnel for Seoul Subway Line 3
(Sep. 1981~Dec. 1985)
Total length: 1408.4 m, Excavation: 255 m, Nonexcavation: 1,153.4 m

 ane expansion construction for
6 L
Gangcheon tunnel on Yeongdong
Expressway (Dec. 2009~ Oct. 2011)
Total length: New detour lane: 715 m (2 lanes B=10 m)
Gangcheon tunnel expansion: 329 m (3 lanes B=11.8 m)

7 H
 an River underwater tunnel
(Dec. 1990~Dec. 1996)

Construction of the private investment project, Palyong Tunnel
(Feb. 2014 and Oct. 2018, scheduled)
Extension : 3.97 km, width : 21.0~30.0 m (4-6 lane, round trip)
- Earthwork : Soil cutting : 557,000 ㎥, Soil piling : 113,000 ㎥, Sandy soil : 915,000 ㎥
- Drainage work : Drainpipes : 22 / 383 m, Culverts : 2 / 60 m
- Structure work: Charyong underground road 25 m, / Pedestrian bridges : 2 / 48 m
- Tunnel work : 2,708 m towards Gimhae and 2,643 meters towards Masanhappo-gu
- Auxiliary facilities : 1 business establishment, 1 neighboring park in Charryong city

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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Korea’s first long underwater tunnel. Total length
of 1,580 m. Underwater tunnel through Han River
is 1,288 m long. Through a 20 m underground
tunnel in Han River, an artificial island of 44 m
x 44 m x 7.3 m was built at the center of the
river to shorten the construction period. The
new construction method and term shortening
made cost reduction possible. By being honored
with the Gold-award in construction at the
28 th IFAWPCA, Seoul, Sambu showcased the
technology of the Korean construction industry
yet again.
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PART 02

Architectural Works
Commercial and Public Buildings
| Apartments, Studio Apartments, Multipurpose Buildings
| Museums and Cultural Properties
| Education, Research and Religious Facilities
| Hotels, Sports and Leisure Facilities

Architectural
Works

SAMBU’s architectural construction technology has been
applied to a wide range of construction projects, ranging
from super high-rise buildings to museums and hotels that
require delicate and careful construction. The company’s full
range of abilities is recognized both at home and abroad. Its
architectural construction technology has been demonstrated
in the construction of posh hotels that require the highest
quality service technologies, projects to treasure museums
and cultural assets that are performed with the values of
tradition in mind, and a housing culture that impresses all
customers. SAMBU stands for superb architecture, where
technology and customer needs coincide to create a space
of dreams.

Commercial and Public Buildings
SAMBU has followed the singular path of an expert contractor for 70 years based on its stability and reliability. The company has been involved in

numerous construction projects for public and commercial buildings, including: the new office building of the National Election Commission; new
courthouse complexes and public prosecutors’ office complexes in Seoul, Gwangju, Cheonju, Daegu and other cities; and the new head office building

for Kookmin Bank. SAMBU is trying to impress its customers, both at home and abroad. Beyond the level of integrity in its construction work, SAMBU
is determined to create a new architectural culture, in which culture and philosophy combine on the foundation of its cutting-edge technology.

3

2

1 K
 orean Embassy in Oman
(Jun. 2014~May 2016)
Republic of Korea Embassy in Muscat, Oman
2-story building, GFA:1,974㎡, Reinforced
Concrete (Hereinafter “RC”)

2 D
 aejeon Broadcasting Corporation
(TJB) (Aug. 2008~Sep. 2012)

4

5

TJB building (B2+12-story building)
GFA:18,524㎡, SRC

Block B and C of the Back themed shopping mall,
Juneve in Yonging-dong (Apr. 2005~ Nov. 2006)
B5+10-story building, Gross Floor Area (GFA): 78,514㎡, Steel
Reinforced Concrete (hereinafter “SRC”)

3 N
 ational Election Commission
(Dec. 1992~Sep. 1995)
NEC building in Gwacheon, B1+4-story building
GFA:10,569㎡, RC

4 K
 ookmin Bank head office
(Dec. 1969~Sep. 1972)
B4+15-story building, GFA:7,986 pyeong

5 Daehan Theatre (Oct. 2000~May 2002)
B1+8-story building (2,469 seats in total),
GFA:8,688㎡, SRC

6 C
 heongju District Prosecutor’s Office
(May 2005~May 2008)
Public building, B1+10-story building,
GFA:26,444㎡, RC

1

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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Apartments, Studio Apartments, Multipurpose Buildings
Housing facilities are essential structures to improve national standards of living, quality of life and welfare. As early as the 1960s, SAMBU was

involved in housing construction projects such as the Mapo Apartment Complex and the Sibeom Apartment Complex. The company does its

utmost in the housing field to guarantee a comfortable life for residents by providing cutting-edge technologies, eco-friendly materials, green
landscaping and outstanding design, so that each house can provide the ideal haven for its owner. In this way, SAMBU contributes to creating
new-concept cultural housing spaces.

2

1

1 O
 geum-dong Sambu Renaissance
apartment complex (Aug. 1996~Dec. 2002)
Residential complex, B5+19-story building (54
apartments), GFA:27,392㎡, SRC

2 B
 usan LH Ocean Bridge apartment
complex (Dec. 2012~Jul. 2017)
B4+47~48-story buildings (2 buildings,
791 apartments), GFA:110,993㎡, RC

3

4

 waseong Dongtan Sambu Renaissance
3 H
apartment complex (Jul. 2004~Feb. 2007)
Sambu Renaissance apartment complex in
Dontan new city
B1+17~28-story buildings (10 buildings, 732
apartments), GFA:104,304㎡, RC

4 D
 oksang-dong Sambu Renaissance
apartment complex (Dec. 2002~Oct. 2004)
Daejeon Expo Convention Residential Complex (Oct. 2005~Dec. 2008)
Residential complex, B2+32~39-story buildings (2 buildings, 235 apartments),
GFA:76,771 m2, RC

B5+15-story building (286 studio apartments),
GFA:21,067㎡, RC

5 P
 aju Woonjeong Sambu Renaissance
apartment complex (Dec. 2007~Jun. 2010)
Hanwool village 7-Danji Sambu Renaissance
apartment complex in Paju Woonjeong new city
B2+15~30-story buildings (11 buildings, 724
apartments), GFA:127,579㎡, RC

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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Museums and Cultural Properties
As the purpose of a museum is to restore and preserve important national cultural assets, their construction requires highly
delicate and precise architectural technologies. For this reason, museums are cultural spaces in which SAMBU’s mastery
is in full bloom. SAMBU has helped perfectly preserve the nation’s traditional cultural heritage for future generations with its
mastery and sense of mission.

1
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1 N
 ational Folk Museum of Korea
(Nov. 1988~Oct. 1992)
Reconstruction of old National Museum of Korea
B1+3-story building, GFA:14,778㎡, RC Rahmen
(hereinafter “RCR”)

2 S
 eoul Namsan Traditional Theater
(Nov. 2005~Dec. 2007)
Constructed with traditional Korean wood for
traditional Korean music performance in Namsan
Hanok village
B2+1-story building, GFA:3,018 ㎡ (300 seats)
Awarded Grand Prize at 2009 Korean Architecture
Awards

3 B
 uddhism Museum in Lumbini, Nepal
(Oct. 1987~Apr. 1989)
2-story museum and 2-story library, GFA:6,328 ㎡, RC

4 C
 huncheon National Museum
(Dec. 1995~Apr. 2002)
Construction of museum exhibition and storage
facilities
B1+2-story building, GFA:10,117㎡, SRC

5 G
 yeongju National Museum
(Nov. 1997~May 2002)
Construction of museum exhibition and storage
facilities
B2+2-story building, GFA:6,611㎡, RCR

6 D
 aegu National Museum
(Mar. 2004~ Sep. 2006)
Construction of storage and social study
education building
B1+2-story building, GFA:4,905㎡, RC

Restoration and Acculturalization of Old Seoul Station (July. 2009~Aug. 2011)
Restoration and reinforcement of exterior and interior of Old Seoul Station, B1+2-story building,
GFA: 9,202 m2, Awarded Grand Prize at 2012 Korean Architecture Awards

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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7 B
 aekje History Restoration Complex
(Jun. 2001~Dec. 2010)
Construction of 142 traditional wooden buildings
in Baekje style, GFA:11,756㎡
Honored with the Gold Tower Order of Industrial
Service Merit, Presidential Citation, and Prime
Minister’s Citation
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Education, Research and Religious Facilities
SAMBU does its utmost to develop education and research facilities in which people can engage in the important work that will determine the future of a

country. SAMBU has applied its dedication and care not only to numerous education facilities in Korea but also to education facilities overseas, such as
the University of Technology, Malaysia (UTM), as well as high-tech research facilities, the cradle of science. SAMBU’s unique and delicate approach to

construction also shines when it comes to creating sacred spaces where humans and the spirit meet. SAMBU has built small temples and churches using
its own technology to build spaces of faith and belief, and sublimated them into meeting places brimmed with the life of truth, which will last a millennium.

1
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1 N
 ational Institute of Biological
Resources (Jun. 2004~Jan. 2007)
For research on education and exhibition,
B1+4-story building, GFA:27,724㎡, SRC

2 S
 amyang Group Comprehensive
Research Center (May 1991~Dec. 1993)
Educational research facility in Daedeok Research
Complex
B2+4-story building (9 buildings) GFA:19,341㎡, RCR
Honored with Grand Prize at 1993 Korean
Architecture Awards

 yeonghyang Institute and
3 G
Gyeonghyang Church (Jul. 1995~Oct. 1998)
Construction of gym and church facilities
B3+3-story building, GFA:16,758㎡, RC

4 Ewha Hakdang (Feb. 2005~Jun. 2006)
Ewha museum in Ewha Womans University
B1+1-story building, GFA:982㎡, RC and Korean
wooden building

5 M
 okdong Jeja Church
(Dec. 1995~Apr. 1998)
Religious facility, B1+8-story building,
GFA:5,445㎡, RC

6 C
 ultural Heritage Hospital
(Dec. 2006~Sep. 2008)
Research facility to preserve, analyze, and
scientifically diagnose heritages
B1+4-story building, GFA:7,842㎡, RC

University Technology, Malaysia (Nov. 1981~Mar. 1987)
Construction of University Technology, Malaysia in Johor Bahru, Southern Malaysia.
Administration building (1 building), Registration building (1 building), Architecture major
buildings (7 buildings), Metrology major buildings (5 buildings), GFA:119,301m2

7 K
 orea University’s 2nd IndustryUniversity Research Complex
(Sep. 2001~Oct. 2003)
Educational research facility in Korea University
B3+7-story building, GFA:18,178㎡, RC

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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Hotels, Sports and Leisure Facilities
Another area in which SAMBU has demonstrated its outstanding technological prowess is hotel construction. The company built

Renaissance Seoul Hotel, a five-star hotel, and numerous other hotels. It creates maximum value as an expert hotel contractor,
drawing on the technologies it has developed in a wide range of construction fields, from development to renovations. SAMBU

also provides the best space for sports and leisure activities, where people can relax and reinvigorate themselves. The spaces are
suitable for 21st century lifestyles, and can meet the diverse needs of customers.

2

1 D
 aejeon Intercity Hotel
(Dec. 1995~ Jun. 1999)
Tourist hotel with 220 rooms in Yuseong, special
tourism zone
B6+16-story building, GFA: 26,278 ㎡, SRC

1

3

4

5

2 H
 ongik Jeju Hotel
(Aug. 2012~Aug. 2013)
Tourist hotel in Hyeopjae-ri, Jeju
B1+4-story building (96 rooms in total),
GFA : 8,830 ㎡, RC

3 S
 acheon Tani C.C
(Jun. 2008~Dec. 2010)
Golf course club house (1 building) and additional
facilities (5 buildings)
B1+2-story buildings, GFA: 9,655 ㎡, RC and
Korean wooden building

4 J
 eju Bogwang Pheonix Island
(Aug. 2006~July. 2008)
Tourist hotel in Seopjikoji, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do
B2+5-story condo (322 rooms) Villa condo (32 buildings)
GFA : 63,371㎡, RC

5 K
 ing Pod Sport City in Saudi Arabia
(Nov. 1981~Apr. 1984)

Gyeongwonjae Ambassador Hotel in Incheon (Sep. 2013~Jun. 2015)
Traditional Korean style hotel that represents international city, Songdo, Incheon
B1+2-story building, GFA:4,518㎡, RC and Korean wooden building

Soccer stadium and 400m track lanes (7 lanes).
The stadium has 20,000 seats. The gym has 1,500
seats. There are various courts (Swimming, volleyball,
tennis, handball, basketball), youth hostels, etc.

6 ‘Ragung’ Gyeongju Korean-style Hotel
(Jun. 2006~Mar. 2007)
16 traditional Korean-style buildings at Shilla
Millenium Park, GFA: 1,625 m2, awarded the
Grand Prize at 2007 Korea Wood Design Awards

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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Plant &
Environmental
Works

Plant & Environmental
Works
Power Plants | Industrial and Environmental Facilities

| Electricity and Telecommunications Facilities
SAMBU has carried out numerous projects with a flawless
level of quality, constructing different types of power
plants that utilize thermal power, storage hydropower
and water power, as well as facilities in the industrial and
environmental field (e.g., LNG storage facilities, water
purifying plants, transmission lines) by drawing on its
extensive experience and a level of technological prowess
that is unparalleled in the industry. The company has also
successfully completed engineering, procurement, and
construction (EPC) projects that require wide-ranging
industrial expertise, as well as numerous overseas
construction projects. In particular, the construction of
the New Bong Escape Hydro-Electronic Power Complex
earned SAMBU a reputation for the integrity of its
construction and its superb level of technological prowess.

Power Plants
SAMBU has long carried out construction projects in various fields of power plant construction with integrity and
responsibility based on its mastery, as can be seen in its construction of hydroelectric, thermal and combined

heat and power plants (CHP) plants, such as Yeongheung Thermal Power Plant, Bucheon CPC Plant, Yangsu
Power Plant in Sancheong and Bukjeju Thermal Power Plant. Drawing on these experiences, SAMBU is actively
engaged in domestic and overseas power plant construction projects.

1 S
 eoul Complex No. 1 and No. 2
(Mar. 2013~Aug. 2019, scheduled)

1

2

3

4

5
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Eco-friendly power plant construction building the
world's first urban underground power plant and
over-ground park. Its power generation capacity is
800MW (400MW × 2), heat production equipment
530Gcal / h (265Gcal / h × 2)

2 Y
 eongheung Thermal Power Plant,
No. 3 and No. 4 (Dec. 2003~Mar. 2009)
Korea's largest coal-fired power plant with
supercritical pressure method (870MW x 2),
and the most eco-friendly power plant in the
world with the most advanced, highly efficienct
environmental facilities.

3 D
 angjin small hydro power plant
(Mar. 2008~Dec. 2009)
EPC construction that provided excellent design,
equipment supply, and execution to build a small
hydro plant with bulb-type water turbines. Its
power generation capacity is 5MW.

4 N
 ew Bong Escape Hydro-Electric
Power Complex (Dec. 2009~Mar. 2013)
The first EPC construction to be executed in
Pakistan. The water turbine is Bulb-type. Its power
generation capacity is 84MW (21MW x 4)

5 G
 unsan thermal power plant
(Sep. 1976~Mar. 1980)
Hybrid thermal power plant with 4 gas turbines
and 1 steam turbine. Its power generation
capacity is 300MW.

6 S
 outh Jeju thermal power plant
(Jul 1977~Aug. 1980)
Constructed power plant with 2 generators and 2
oil tanks (7600kL). Its power generation capacity
is 20MW

Cheongpyeong Hydroelectric Power Plant Expansion (Construction for No.4)
(Aug. 2008~Dec. 2011)
It was a construction project to expand the plant’s capacity of 60MW, which is the maximum
capacity of a single unit in Korea. The type of water turbine is Kaplan and the pressure
pipe’s length is 61m.

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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7 N
 ew Boryeong No.1 and 2
(Dec. 2011~Jun. 2018)
Construction of 1,000MW thermal power plant.
The country’s first construction by a single
contractor. Pedestal concrete which is a base
of turbine generators was casted. Its power
generation capacity is 2,000MW (1,000MW x 2)
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Industrial and Environmental Facilities
SAMBU has a long history of applying its superb construction abilities to build Korea’s dominant industrial facilities, including cement factories,
steel factories, chemical factories, oil storage bases, oil pipeline facilities and water & sewage treatment facilities. The company is also joining in
the construction of thermal production facilities that utilize new sources of energy. By drawing on its accumulated technologies and experiences,
SAMBU is planning to take the lead at home and abroad in constructing industrial and environmental facilities, based on sincerity and dedication.

1

2

3

4

5
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1 G
 oyang Samsong group energy facility
construction (Sep. 2008~Nov. 2011)
Cogeneration power plant that generates
electricity and heat.
Its electricity production output is 99MW and heat
production is 98GCal/h

2 B
 anweol water purification plant
renovation work (Nov. 2005~Nov. 2008)
Water purification plant renovation construction
to arrange taste/odor control measures for tap
water and to secure a purification standard for
pathogenic micro-organisms and turbidity.
Its daily purification capacity is 150,000㎥

3 Yeongnam Chemical
(May 1972~Mar. 1974)
Construction of production facility with the daily
production capacity of 5,000㎥

4 S
 sangyong cement factory
(Feb. 1970~May 1972)
Construction of industry facility with 1 million ton
production capacity
Production capacity: 1 million tons per year
Pipe construction: Φ5" - 24"/1,200 tons

5 S
 ewage treatment plant at
East Bookje-gun (Dec. 1997~Dec. 2006)
Construction of sewage treatment plant that
applied the Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR).
Its daily process capacity is 12,000㎥

6 W
 ater and sewage treatment plant in
Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia (Jun. 1978~Mar. 1986)
Construction that applied the Sequencing Batch
Reactor(SBR). Its daily process capacity is
182,000 tons

Samcheok production base storage tank and auxiliary
facilities construction (Jan. 2013~Jun. 2017)
Construction of three 270,000 kL-class LNG storage tanks (largest in the
world) and additional facilities. Environment-friendly clean energy source
and storage facility.

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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7 H
 ongseong-gun sewage pipe maintenance
project (Business, Trade, Lease)
(Dec. 2009~Dec. 2013)
• Sewer pipe (D80mm ~ D800mm):L=100,865m
• Manhole pumping stations (civil, mechanical,
electrical, instrumentation):21EA
• Drainage facilities:6,277
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Electricity and Telecommunications Facilities
SAMBU has participated in the construction of power transmission lines, a key national industrial infrastructure. For this project,
the company built numerous 154-765 KV power transmission lines nationwide, contributing to the development of the national
electricity industry. SAMBU has been actively engaged in the construction of power supply facilities, from thermal power facilities
to substation facilities such as New Okcheon Substation, Korea’s first 345 KV-class substation.

1
1 N
 ew Okcheon Substation
(Sep. 1974~Dec. 1976)
The completion of the 345 KV-class New
Okcheon Substation has made Korea the third
country in Asia to have an extra-high voltage
substation, following Japan and Taiwan. With 345kV power transmission through new transmission
lines linking New Okcheon Substation and
Yeosu Thermal Power Plant, Korea has entered
the extra-high voltage era. SAMBU has greatly
contributed to opening a new chapter in the
history of Korea’s power supply.

2

2 3
 45kV Yeongheung thermal power plant
No. 5, 6 Access T/L (Nov. 2011~May 2013)
Construction of transmission lines with the
length of 2.143km and 8 steel towers (SAMBU’s
share: 1.072km, 4 steel towers) to build access
transmission lines following the expansion of
Yeongheung thermal power plant No. 5, 6

3 765kV New Taebek T/L (Feb. 1996~Jun. 2000)
The construction of transmission lines (31.507
km and 68 towers in total; 15.754 km and 34
towers by SAMBU) allowed the general output of
Uljin Nuclear Power Plant to be connected to the
system, contributing to a stable power supply. The
towers were constructed to proactively respond
to rising power demand, and to provide a stable
power supply to the capital region and Gangwondo, regions that are seeing rapid growth.

3

42

4 3
 45kV New Gimhae-New Noksan T/L
(Apr. 2009~Feb. 2012)
Construction of transmission lines with the length
of 19.022 km and 45 steel towers (our company’s
share: 100%) to provide stable electricity to the
new harbor in Busan, Noksan National Industrial
Complex, etc.

345kV Gimhae Boongi T/L (Jan. 1993~Nov. 1995)
Transmission line system with the length of 19.039 km
and 52 steel towers (SAMBU’s share:100%)

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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5 7
 65kV New Ansung- New Gapyeong T/L
(Jul. 2004~Jun. 2010)
Construction of transmission lines with the length
of 23.418 km and 45 steel towers (SAMBU’s
share: 11.709 km, 23 steel towers) to stabilize
the electricity of the Seoul area and improve the
stability to the 765kV line level.
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Steel
Structure Mill
Works

Steel Structure Mill
Works
The steel structure mill in Gunsan, built by SAMBU, is an
approved factory that can provide equipment to five plants of
KEPCO, and has obtained the Grade I bridge certificate and
the Korean Register of Shipping (KR) certificate. This factory,
specializing in plants, has a yearly production capacity of
20,000 tons of high-quality steel bridges, and can produce
shipbuilding blocks, offshore and onshore plants, power
plants and wind power structures. SAMBU is establishing a
production/quality/safety management system that is both
customer-oriented and eco-friendly.

Steel Structure Mill
• Area: 20,000 pyeong (1 pyeong=3.3m2)
• Production scale: 20,000 tons per year
• Production items
Bridges: land bridges, maritime bridges, special bridges
Maritime plants: jacket, deck
Shipbuilding: block, barge, special ship, etc.
Power generation: steel structure, penstock, hydroelectricity
Offshore wind power: wind tower, substructure

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.

• Licenses and certificates
Construction of steel product installations (No. 6)
Steel structure production plant (1st grade in bridges)
Certified by Korean Register of Shipping
Certified to supply electric power equipment in Korea (Steel)
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Business Portfolio

Taking a leap toward a better construction future,
through a creative and challenging spirit.

Current Business Status
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Featured Projects
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Overseas Subsidiaries,
Branches & Site Offices

Featured Projects

Ports
• Incheon Port
• Ulleungdo Jeodong Port
• Yeongilman North breakwater
• Donghaehang breakwater reinforcement
• Jinhae naval port berth facility
• Yeosu Port East breakwater
• Jejudo Hwasun Port breakwater
• Ulleungdo Sadong Port
• Pyeongtaek-Dangjinhang Godae
sufferance wharf (Zone 1)
• Asan Naval Port
• New Pohang Port
• Mukho Port

Dams
• Andong Dam
• Namgang River Multipurpose Dam
• Buhang Multipurpose Dam
• Sayeonjae Dam
• Sueocheon Dam
• Hwabuk Multipurpose Dam
• Woonmun Dam
• Sancheong Dam
• Daegok Dam
• Kulekhani Hydro-electric Dam in Nepal

Roads
• Gyeongbu Expressway
• Gyeongin Expressway
• Yeongdong Expressway
• Namhae Expressway
• Jungbu Expressway
• Jeju ring road
• Angang-Pohang road
• Yeongdong-Donghae Expressway
• Daejon-Tongyeong Road
• Cheongha-Ganggu Road
• Nonsan-Sangwol Road
• Baekje Keungil Road
• Baekje History Complex Avenue
• Sanglim-haepyeong Road
• Federal Highway, Malaysia
• Kuala Lumpur-Petaling Jaya road in Malaysia
• Bart Kanda-Silgadi road in Nepal
• Hwacheon industrial road
• Gwangmyeong street - Gwangmyeong Station Road
• Daegok Dam Relocating road
• Mogok-Balsan Road
• Iksan-Jangsu Expressway (Zone 8)

• Cheongwon-Sangju Expressway (Zone 1, 8)
• Jangseong-Damyang Expressway (Zone 3)
• Seocheon-Gongju Expressway (Zone 3)
• Jangseong Multimodal freight tunnel avenue
• Nammyeon-Yakmok Road
• Doam-Gangjin Road
• Incheon Airport Railroad (2nd phase)
North and South Connecting Road
• Dogye-Chojeong Road
• Pohang National highway alternative
Bypass (Irwol-Mundeok)
• Pungdeokcheon-Geumgok Interchange Road
• Cheonan National highway alternative
bypass (Baebang-Eumbong)
• Jangheung-Songchu Road
• Angang-Cheongnyeong Road
• Donghongcheon-Yangyang Expressway (Zone 5)
• Socheon-Seomyun Road (Zone 1, 2)
• Jinju-Masan Expressway (Zone 2)
• F1 Velodrome Avenue
• Gilcheon General Industrial Complex Avenue
• Jangheung-Gwangyang Expressway (Zone 5, 8)
• Jumunjin-Sokcho Expressway (Zone 7)
• Hwangsan-Haenam Road
• Eumseong-Saenggeuk Road
• Cheongam-Sicheon Road

Railroads, Subways
• Jeongseon Railroad(Yemi-Jeongseon)
• Geumjeong-Sadang Double track railway
• Metropolitan Rapid Transit line 1 (Zone 1-8)
• Gyeongbu High-speed railroad (Zone 7-1)
• Subway line 7 (Zone 7-4, Nowon station)
• Subway line 5 (Zone 5-18, Yeouinaru station)
• Honam Railroad (Nonsan-Ganggyeong)
• Gyeongjeon Railroad(Yousu-Dasolsa Temple)
• Gwangju Metropolitan Rapid Transit
line 1 (Zone 1-5)
• Bukpyeong-Imhang Railroad
• Daegu Railroad(Dongdaegu-Yeongcheon)
• Daejon Metropolitan Rapid Transit line 1 (Zone 1-11)
• Jeolla Railroad (Sinpung-Yeocheon)
• Incheon Airport Railroad
• Seongnam-Yeoju Double track railway (Zone 4)
• Incheon Metropolitan Rapid Transit
line 2 (Zone 211)

Bridges
• Yanghwa Bridge
• Hyeongsangang river railroad bridge
• Geumnam Bridge

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.

• Baekmagang Bridge
• Yulji Bridge
• Upper and Lower Jodo Island Bridge
• Goryeong Bridge
• Seomjingang Bridge
• Hwangsan Bridge
• Jiktang Bridge
• Yugang Woipal Bridge
• Mapo Bridge
• Baekje Bridge
• Yeocheon-Hwayang Bridge (Baegya Bridge)
• Nakdong Bridge
• Bakjin Bridge
• Jeodoyeonyuk Bridge
• Nepal Babai Bridge
• Beopheung Bridge
• Suyeong fourth Bridge
• Cheongnam Bridge
• Bolivia Pailas Bridge
• Buyeo Bridge

Tunnels
• Hamyang Tunnel (Daejon-Tongyeong
Expressway, Zone 12)
• Daejon Tunnel (Gyeongbu Expressway
Cheongwon-Jeungyak, Zone 2)
• Samsinbong Tunnel (Cheongam- Sicheon Road)
• Haman 1 Tunnel (Namhae expressway
Naeseo-Naengjeong, Zone 1)
• Hoam 1 Tunnel (Sillim-Anyang Road)
• Yeouido underwater tunnel (Subway
line 5, Zone 5-18)
• Geumhwa Tunnel
• Yugang Tunnel (Yugang Woipal Bridge
four-lane road shifting construction)
• Ssanggul Tunnel (Subway line 3)
• Neungdong Tunnel (Sanwoi- Sangbuk Road)
• Maebara Tunnel in Japan
• Jangheung Tunnel (Jangheung- Songchu Road)
• Jinju Tunnel 1, Tunnel 2 (Namhae
expressway Jinju-Masan, Zone 2)
• Lowary Tunnel in Pakistan
• Seodok Tunnel (Gwangmyeong
street-Gwangmyeong Station Road)
• Youngdu Tunnel (Cheonan National Highway
alternative bypass (Baebang-Eumbong))

Commercial and Public Buildings
• KB Kookmin Bank Head Office
• Gwangju Court, Gwangju Public
Prosecutor's Office

• Seoul Court Government office building
• Local Administration Hall
• Gwanghwamun Post office
Government office building
• Cheongju District Court Government
office building
• Gangneung Munhwa Broadcasting
Corporation office building
• Korea Medical Insurance Administration of
Health care Public Corporation
• Myeongdong Sunshine Building
• Sogongdong Underground shopping area
• The Prosecution complex
government office building
• Yeoksamdong Sambu building
• Yeouido Shopping area
• Cheonan Express Bus Terminal
• Sudan AAAID (Arab Authority for Agriculture
Investment Development) Head Office Building
• Daejon Sambu Plaza
• Happy-i Head office (Hite, Jinro
Group Head Office)
• MBF FINANCE Corporation office
building in Malaysia
• Nepal Tribhuhvan international airport
• National Election Commission office building
• Daehan Cinema
• Olympic Museum
• Cheonan Arario gallery
• Korea Social Welfare Center (Mapo
Renaissance Tower)
• Anyang Mail Center government
office building
• Yongin-dongbaek Jyunebeu shopping center
• TJB Taejon Broadcasting Corporation building
• Embassy of the Republic of Korea in Oman

Apartments
• Yeoeuido Sambu Apartment
• Gaepo Jugong Apartment
• Daejon Yongun-dong Jugong Apartment
• Mokdong Sambu Apartment
• Incheon Jugong Apartment
• Gunpo Sanbon Sambu Apartment
• Bundang Sambu Apartment
• Ilsan Sambu Apartment
• Donam Redevelopment Sambu Apartment
• Haengdang-dong Redevelopment
Sambu Apartment
• Samsung-dong Rebuilding Sambu Apartment
• Malaysia Johor Bahru Townhouse in Malaysia
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• Turf View Apartment in Malaysia
• Uijeongbu Singok Sambu Apartment
• Daejon Dunsandong Nuri Apartment
• Seongnam Sujindong Sambu Apartment
• Daejon Gwanjeo-dong Sambu Apartment
• Daejon Taepyeong-dong Sambu Apartment
• Incheon Bugaedong Sambu Apartment
• Sintanjin Deokam Town Sambu Apartment
• Daejon Noeun Srea Sambu Apartment
• Yongin Dongbaek Area Koaroo Apartment
• Asan Gwongok-dong Sambu Renaissance
• Pyeongtaek Poseung Sambu Renaissance
• Hwaseong Dongtan Sambu Renaissance
• Hanam Pungsan Sambu Renaissance
• Paju Unjeong Sambu Renaissance
• Dangjin Steam power plant
company housing
• Korea East․West Power Company
Head Office company housing
• Gyeongbuk innovation Ab8BL Apartment
• Busan LH Ocean Bridge Apartment

Studio Apartments, Multipurpose Buildings
• Ogeum-dong Sambu Renaissance Vill
• Seongnam Sinheung Sambu
Renaissance Park 1,2
• Daejon Smart City Complex 5
Multipurpose building
• Mapo Sambu Golden Tower
• Bundang Yatap Sambu Renaissance
• Bundang Geumgok-dong Angel of City. 1, 2
• Suwon Ingae-dong Sambu Renaissance
• Deungchon-dong Sambu
Renaissance Hangang
• Yangpyeong-dong Sambu Renaissance Hangang
• Cheonan Bu-dong Sambu Renaissance
• Doksan-dong Sambu Renaissance Plus
• Garibong-dong Sambu Renaissance
• Daejon Smart City River View

Museums and Cultural Properties
• Buyeo National Museum
• National Museum of Korea rebuilding
• National Folk Museum of Korea rebuilding
• Tongdosa Temple Seongbo Museum
• Cheongju National Museum
• Chuncheon National Museum
• Gyeongju National Museum extension work
• Dongnimmun Gate relocation and restoration
• Ungyeongung Palace Yangguan repair work
• Jungnimdong Yakhyeon Catholic
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Church repair work
• Jeongdong Ewha Girls’ High School restoration
• Cheonggyecheon Stream
Gwangtong Bridge restoration
• Bukhansanseong Fortress
restoration and maintenance
• Seoul Fortress Wall restoration and maintenance
• Gyeonggyojang recovery of original form
• Seoul Heunginjimun Gate restoration
• Seoul Namsan Traditional Theater
• Baekje History Complex reproducing work
• Old Seoul Station restoration and acculturalization

Education and Research Facilities
• Korea Naval Academy school
building and additional facilities
• Korea Air Force Academy school
building and additional facilities
• Muhak Girls’ High School Hall
• Seoul Technical High School main
building and school building
• Baemyeong Middle School and High
School building
• Cheonbuk National University school building
• Jinhae Middle School building
• Kookmin University Industrial University
• Konkuk University- the Faculty of
Arts Building and Dormitory
• Samyang Group General Research Institute
• Samyang Genex
• University Technology, Malaysia
• Mansehra National University in Pakistan
• Gyeonghyang Institute Gyeonghyang Hall
• Solgae Elementary School school
building and additional facilities
• Ewha Womans University’s Ewha Hakdang
• Kyungmoon College Sungnye hall
• Korea University Industry-University
Research building
• National Institute of Biological Resources
• Cultural Assets hospital
• Space Center (2nd phase) work

Religious Facilities
• Mokdong Disciple Church
• Seoul Seomoon Church
• The Mosque of the University Technology, Malaysia
• Gyung Hyang Presbyterian Church
• Hoeryongsa Temple Yaksajeon Hall
• Daegu Donghwasa Temple Buddhist
Experience Center

Hotels
• Renaissance Seoul Hotel
• Haeundae Grand Hotel
• Gyeongju Concord Hotel
• Jeungpyeong Park Tourist Hotel
• Cheongpyeong Hanlok Resort Hotel
• Seorak Youth hostel
• Ansan Mariko Hotel
• Gyeongju Educational and Cultural
Center (The-K Hotel)
• Yuseong Spa Pia Hotel (Intercity Hotel)
• Gyeongju Han-ok Hotel 'La Gung'
• Hongik Jeju Hotel
• Gyeongwonjae Ambassador Incheon Han-ok Hotel

Sports and Leisure Facilities
• Seoul Municipal Gymnasium
• Bupyeong Beach Country Club
• Jangchung Gymnasium
• Daejon Sambu Sporex
• The Gymnasium for the disabled
• Jeju Bogwang Phoenix Island
• Sacheon Tani Country Club
• Pocheon Bear Creek Golf Club
• King Pod Sport City in Saudi Arabia
• Silla Millenium Park

Renovations
• Renaissance Seoul Hotel room renovation
• Sanbon Station Shopping Center major repair
• Gyeongju Concord Hotel room renovation

Power Plants
• Yeongnam thermal power plant
• Andong Multipurpose Dam
• Gunsan combined cycle power plant
• Bucheon Steam supply and power generation
• North Jeju thermal power plant No. 2, 3
• Sancheong water power plant No. 1,2
• Yeongheung thermal power plant No. 3, 4
• Dangjin small hydropower plant
• Cheonpyeong hydropower plant
• New Bong Escape Hydro-Electric
Power Complex in Pakistan
• Yeongheung thermal power plant No.5, 6
• Sinboryeong thermal power plant No.1, 2
• Seoul thermal power plant No.1, 2
• Jeju South thermal power plant

• Ssangyoug Cement East coast plant
• POSCO hot rolling mill
• Ulsan 3rd oil refinery
• Yeongnam chemical plant
• Seosan-Cheonan oil pipeline
• Gumi-East Daegu oil pipeline
• Yongin Heat generation facility
• Goyang-Samsong Group Energy
• Samcheok LNG Production base 10-12

Environmental Facilities
• Daejeon sewage treatment plant
• Yeosu filtration plant
• Icheon water supply facilities
• Gachang filtration plant
• Nonsan sewage treatment plant
• Duryu filtration plant
• Ulsan area water supply facilities
• Banwol filtration plant
• Sacheon sewerage pipes
• Hongseong sewerage pipes
• Jaecheon sewerage pipes
• Jeju sewerage pipes
• Daechong Dam area water supply facilities

Transmission Lines, Substations
• 345kV New Okcheon Substation
• 345kV New Gwangju-Singangjin T/L
• 345kV Gimhae Intersection T/L
• 154kV Mokpo-Daebul T/L
• 154kV New Gimhae-Samjeong T/L
• 765kV New Taebaek T/L(Zone 2)
• 154kV Geumchon-Munsan T/L
• 154kV Haenam-Jindo T/L
• 345kV Taean-New Seosan T/L
(The work on Zone 2)
• 765kV New Anseong-New
Gapyeong T/L (Zone 3)
• 345kV New Gimhae-New Noksan T/L
• 345kV Yeongheung Steam power
plant No. 5, 6 Access branch T/L

Electrical Facilities
• Hwaseong-Taean Road lines 1-2,
3-4 construction (electric work)
• Donghae-Nambu Railroad SingyeongjuPohang subway electric power facilities
construction

Industrial Facilities

Present Condition of Business

Application for
Construction

Global Network
Overseas Subsidiaries, Branches & Site Offices

We wish you prosperity and development in your business.

Sambu(Pakistan) (Pvt.) Ltd.
ADD

As the holder of Korea’s first Construction Business License

House No. 58, Street No. 3, G-15/1,

in the field of civil engineering construction,

Khayaban-e-Kashmir, Islamabad, Pakistan 44000
TEL

92-51-230-8467

FAX  

92-51-230-8466

SAMBU has engaged in a wide range of construction projects,
and accumulated a rich level of experience and technologies.

Pakistan Lowari Site Office
ADD

Nirgah 17km, Upper Dir,

In the hope of participating in the construction ordered by your company,

DIR Khyber Pukhtoon Khwa, Pakistan
TEL

92-944-850-001(~4)

we hereby submit this application with the enclosed documents,
for consideration by your company.

Pakistan Golen Gol Hydropower Site Office
ADD

WAPDA Colony Koghuzi, 21km from Chitral,
Kyber PukhtoonKhwa, Pakistan, GPO Box #18

TEL

92-94-347-7030(~6)

20            .                       .                      .   

Oman Branch

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.

ADD

P.O. Box 1959, Azaiba, Postal Code 130, Sultanate of Oman

TEL

968-2449-1476

FAX

968-2449-1571

SAMBU ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
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CREATIVE CHALLENGE
TOWARD A BETTER FUTURE!
The Legendary of Korea's Construction
Amid the whirlpool of changes in the 21st century,
there is one thing that remains constant,
and that is the artisanship of SAMBU

SAMBU

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.

www.sambu.co.kr

(04529) 63, Toegye-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul. Korea
Tel. 02)3706-2114   Fax. 02)756-3901

